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Management Summary
An experimental effort has been conducted on an aerospace-quality helical gear train to investigate the thermal behavior of the gear system as many important operational conditions were varied. Drive system performance measurements were made at varying speeds and loads (to 5,000 hp and 15,000 rpm). Also, an analytical effort was undertaken for comparison to the measured results. The influence of the various loss mechanisms from the analysis for this high-speed helical gearbox will be presented and compared to the experimental results.

Introduction and Background
Current and future high-speed, heavily loaded, and lightweight gearing components will be a part of all propulsion systems for rotorcraft. These systems are expected to deliver high power from the gas turbine engines to the high-torque/low-speed rotor with reduction ratios in the range of 25:1 to 100:1 (Refs. 1–14). Gearing systems in these extreme-duty applications can also have thermal behavior issues due to the high pitch-line velocities. While design considerations for gear tooth bending and contact capacities are usually considered initially, high-speed gearing design needs to carefully consider the consequences of pitch-line velocities approaching 25,000 ft/min. In prior studies, the thermal behavior characteristics of mechanical components have been the least understood and have received a minimum amount of attention in the open literature (Refs. 15–19).

In rotorcraft drive systems, such as those of tiltrotors (Fig. 1), a helical gear train is used to connect the parallel engine and mast shafting on the aircraft. Therefore, the drive system is not only needed to provide the necessary reduction between the engine and rotor, but also has to make the system operate in emergency conditions (Refs. 20 and 21) such as one engine inoperative.
and oil out conditions. The propulsion configuration for a tiltrotor aircraft is shown in Figure 2 (Ref. 22).

For the drive system components of interest in this study, the gearing between the parallel axes of rotation of the engine and mast is composed of a series of helical gears (or gear train). In this arrangement, the idler gears receive two thermal cycles per revolution. Since these gears are extremely light-weight (low heat-carrying capacity), the successful operation of the system in all possible normal and emergency conditions can be difficult. Other recent publications have looked at several topics of interest with respect to this high-speed gear train (Refs. 23 and 24). Effects of speed, load, shrouds and lubrication flow rate have been studied. The most drastic performance effect caused by any of the conditions that can be imposed is that caused by increased pitch-line velocity of the system. The resultant gear windage from the high-speed components can produce a dramatic increase in power loss.

The objective of this paper is to present the effects of speed and load on the operating performance (power loss) of the helical gear train. A high-speed helical drive train facility that utilizes full-scale, aerospace-quality components was used to generate the data presented in this study. The system can operate to 15,000 rpm (to simulate the engine input rotational speed) and at power levels to 5,000 hp. Also, an analysis of the gearing, bearing, and windage losses was conducted. The experimentally measured efficiency is compared to that attained via analysis methods.

**Experimental Setup**

**Test Facility.** A schematic of the test facility used for this study is shown in Figure 3 (Ref. 23). The facility is a closed-loop, torque-regenerative testing system. A test gearbox and slave gearbox are basically mirror images of each other. Each gearbox has an input gear, three idlers, and one bull gear. The gearboxes are joined together through the input gears and bull gears via shafting.

The facility is powered by a 500 hp DC drive motor, and its output speed is increased using a speed-increasing gearbox. The output of the speed-increasing gearbox then passes through a torque and speed sensor before connecting to the slave gearbox. A diagram of the entire test stand configuration is shown in Figure 4.

Each gearbox has separate supply pumps, scavenge pumps, and reservoirs. Lubrication system flow rate is controlled using the supply pressure. Temperature is controlled via immersion heaters in the reservoir and heat exchangers that cool the lubricant returned from the gearboxes. Each lubrication system has a very fine 3-micron filtration. Nominal jet pressure into the test or slave gearboxes is at 80 psi. The lubricant used in the tests to be described was a synthetic turbine engine lubricant (DoD–PRF–85734).

**Test Instrumentation/Data Acquisition.** The test instrumentation used in this study only required measurement of the oil inlet and exit temperatures from the test gearbox, the loop torque (measured via a strain gaged shaft and telemetry), the lubricant supply pressure, and the test gearbox’s outside case temperature. This data was collected at two-second intervals throughout the test and averaged over a 30-second period at steady-state conditions.

**Test Hardware.** The test hardware used in the tests to be described is aerospace quality hardware. The basic gear design information is contained in Table...
1. The input and bull gear shafts have ball bearings to contain the resultant thrust loads, whereas the idler gears only have roller bearings. The partially disassembled test gearbox is shown in Figure 5. The bearing inner race is integral to the shafts on the idler gears and at other radially loaded bearings on the input and bull gear shafts. Shrouds for the gears used to minimize the windage losses are shown in Figure 6.

Test Operation. For a given set of conditions—speed, load, lubricant pressure, and lubricant oil inlet temperature—the facility was operated for at least five minutes, or until the temperatures of interest had stabilized.

Analytical Method
An analysis of the losses of the test gearbox will now be described. In the test gearbox, there are a total of five gears and four gear meshes. All the gear meshing and bearing power losses were found for a total of six conditions. The conditions were at two input shaft speeds—12,500 and 15,000 rpm—and at three levels of applied loop torque—33, 67, and 100 percent of full load.

Each mesh was analyzed using the method of Anderson and Lowenthal (Ref. 25) for the gear sliding and rolling losses. This gear meshing analysis can only analyze spur gears. Therefore, the gear train components were assumed to be spur gears with the same diametral pitch and face width as the test hardware. Since the gears have only a 12° helix angle, this effect was assumed to be negligible.

The gear meshing losses are found along the line of action and numerically integrated. The gear sliding losses use a position-varying friction coefficient based on the gear tooth sliding/rolling velocity, lubricant inlet temperature, and the load being applied. The sliding losses are calculated by the following equation:

$$P_{\text{Sliding}}(x) = C_1 V_{\text{Sliding}}(x) f(x) W(x)$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where:
- \(C_1\) Constant
- \(V_{\text{Sliding}}\) Sliding velocity
- \(f\) Friction coefficient
- \(W\) Applied load
- \(x\) Position along the line of action

The rolling power losses are given by:

$$P_{\text{Rolling}} = C_2 V_{\text{Rolling}}(x) h(x) \phi_t(x)$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where:
- \(C_2\) Constant
- \(V_{\text{Rolling}}\) Rolling velocity
- \(h\) Lubricant film thickness
- \(\phi_t\) Lubricant film thickness thermal reduction factor

The gear windage is based on the method contained in the work of Dawson (Ref. 26). In this model, the effects of gear size, shrouding, rotational speed and environment can be treat-
ed. This portion of the gearing losses is given by the following equation:

\[ P_{\text{Windage}} = C_3 C' \rho N^{2.85} D^{4.7} 0.15 \lambda \]  \hspace{1cm} (3)

where:

- \( C_3 \) Constant
- \( C' \) Shape factor, related to the number of teeth, face width to diameter ratio of the gear
- \( \rho \) Density of environment (air and lubricant)
- \( N \) Gear rotational speed
- \( D \) Gear diameter
- \( v \) Kinematic viscosity (air and lubricant)
- \( \lambda \) Enclosure factor, 0.5 for tight fitting housing

As an example of the lubricant/air effect on the windage of the helical gear train discussed in this paper, the method of Anderson and Lowenthal (Ref. 25) is used, and the results are shown in Figure 7. In the calculation, lubricant/air percentages are varied. Assuming just air in the gearbox produces very low windage losses. By increasing the lubricant/air percentage to just 1 percent lubricant and 99 percent air results in a 20x increase in windage losses.

The bearing losses were found using the method in Reference 27. The friction torque necessary to rotate the bearings under the assumed power and speed conditions was calculated. The calculation is based on the type of bearing, bearing size, applied load and rotational speed. The power loss from the bearings is given by the following:

\[ P_{\text{Bearing}} = \sum_{i=1}^{6} C_i (M_i + M_o) \]  \hspace{1cm} (4)

where the friction torque due to the applied load is given by:

\[ M_i = f_i F_\beta d_m \]  \hspace{1cm} (5)

- \( f_i \) Factor dependent on bearing design and relative bearing load
- \( F_\beta \) Dependent on magnitude and direction of the applied load
- \( d_m \) Pitch diameter of the bearing

The seals on the test rig are only at the input and bull gear shaft locations. The input shaft has a labyrinth seal, and the bull gear uses a carbon face seal. The losses from the sealing system were found to be negligible for this system for the conditions under study in this paper.

**Summary of Losses via Analysis**

A summary of the analytical results for the gear system under study are presented in Table 2. As mentioned earlier, six conditions were analyzed. A breakdown of the loss mechanisms is also shown in Figure 8 for the 15,000 rpm input shaft speed with the load varying between 33 and 100 percent. The windage losses were assumed to have a lubricant/air mixture of 0.75 and 99.25 percent, respectively. The predicted efficiency ranged from 95.81 to 98.29 percent, depending on the conditions applied.

**Measured Losses**

The losses from the test facility are a combination of the heat transferred to the lubricant and surroundings via convection. These loss mechanisms are overcome by the power supplied to the test facility. For the conditions of interest (approximately the same conditions analyzed), the amount of drive motor power supplied as a function of load and speed is shown in Figure 9. The drive motor rotates the test and slave gearboxes and supplies the necessary power to maintain the operating conditions. For a given operation input speed, increasing load results in a linear increase in drive motor power. Increasing speed from 12,500 to 15,000 rpm input speed (16 percent increase) results in a much larger increase of operating power (30 percent increase) required.

The heat transferred to the lubricant is simply the product of the lubricant mass flow rate, specific heat of the lubricant, and the temperature difference across the gearbox and given by the following equation:

\[ P_{\text{Lube}} = C_4 m C_p \Delta T \]  \hspace{1cm} (8)
Figure 8—Predicted power loss at 15,000 rpm input shaft speed for each of the components in test gearbox.

Table 2.—POWER LOSS AND EFFICIENCY PREDICTIONS AT GIVEN CONDITIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>High speed input shaft torque</th>
<th>High speed input shaft speed</th>
<th>Gear Sliding and rolling losses</th>
<th>Gear Windage losses (0.75% lube)</th>
<th>Roller bearing losses</th>
<th>Ball bearing losses</th>
<th>Total Power Loss</th>
<th>Loop power</th>
<th>Efficiency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(in*lb)</td>
<td>(rpm)</td>
<td>(hp)</td>
<td>(hp)</td>
<td>(hp)</td>
<td>(hp)</td>
<td>(hp)</td>
<td>(hp)</td>
<td>(%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6834</td>
<td>12500</td>
<td>10.891</td>
<td>29.406</td>
<td>3.34</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>43.977</td>
<td>1355.4</td>
<td>96.756</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14028</td>
<td>12500</td>
<td>20.982</td>
<td>29.406</td>
<td>7.03</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>58.318</td>
<td>2782.3</td>
<td>97.904</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20863</td>
<td>12500</td>
<td>29.942</td>
<td>29.406</td>
<td>10.10</td>
<td>1.45</td>
<td>70.898</td>
<td>4137.9</td>
<td>98.287</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6834</td>
<td>15000</td>
<td>13.331</td>
<td>49.443</td>
<td>4.81</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>68.104</td>
<td>1626.5</td>
<td>95.813</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14028</td>
<td>15000</td>
<td>25.300</td>
<td>49.443</td>
<td>9.80</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>85.863</td>
<td>3338.7</td>
<td>97.428</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20863</td>
<td>15000</td>
<td>36.078</td>
<td>49.443</td>
<td>14.54</td>
<td>2.22</td>
<td>102.281</td>
<td>4965.5</td>
<td>97.940</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The convection losses are those due to free convection. Flat plate heat transfer coefficients were assumed for the six faces of the gearbox (Ref. 28). The surface temperature of the gearbox was measured at the mid-height and width. This temperature was assumed to exist on each face of the gearbox. The ambient temperature was assumed to be 75°F, since the system is operated in a temperature-controlled (air conditioned) test facility. These losses are given by the following equation:

\[ P_{\text{Conv}} = \sum_{i=1}^{n} h_i A_i \Delta T \]  

where:
- \( h_i \) Free convection heat transfer coefficient
- \( A_i \) Area of convection surface i
- \( \Delta T \) Temperature difference between outside of case and ambient conditions

The losses measured are shown in Table 3. Table 3 shows the average of 15 readings over a 30-second period of time after the test facility had reached steady state. As shown in the table, the vast majority of the heat is absorbed in the lubricant, and the convection only makes up a very small percentage of the overall losses. The efficiency for each of the conditions is also shown in this table.

Comparison of Analytical and Experimental Results

For the six conditions of interest, the results from analysis and experiment are shown in Figure 10. As can be seen from the figure, results generated by analysis and experiments indicated that the efficiency increases with increasing load and decreases with increasing input rotational speed. For the analytical results shown, the windage losses are a substantial percentage of the losses. As was mentioned
earlier, the power losses are affected by the assumed lubricant/air mixture content that is used for the windage analysis. For this study, the lubricant portion (0.75 percent) was chosen to match the maximum power loss at the highest speed condition and then fixed. The results followed the experimental trends for the conditions under study, but the results diverged at lower power levels.

The windage assessment is believed to be the weakest portion of the analytical tools available for predicting the resultant losses. A rigorous windage assessment program needs to be developed to further understand the basic physics of this phenomenon. As prior studies on high-speed gear systems have shown, configuration and environmental conditions can definitely affect the results. Therefore, a model capable of handling these system and environment issues is needed for use in a relevant aerospace environment where gear windage is often the dominant power loss mechanism.

Conclusions

Based on the analytical and experimental work completed in this study, the following conclusions can be drawn:

1. From the experimental data and analysis results, power loss increases linearly if the load is increased at constant shaft speed. A large increase in power is required to change rotational speed from 12,500 to 15,000 rpm. Changing speed has the most dramatic effect on the windage loss for a constant air/oil environment.

2. Each of the gears and bearings was analyzed for its power loss contribution, for various input speeds and transmitted powers. Gear windage is a large contributor to the total power to drive the system loss at all of the conditions of interest in this study, since the pitch-line velocities at the two conditions of interest were approximately 20,000 ft/min. and 24,000 ft/min.

3. A comparison of the results indicated that the analysis followed the measured efficiency trends and the lubricant/air mixture assumption can alter the predicted loss and efficiency predicted.
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| Table 3.—Experimental Results at Six Conditions, 200°F Lubricant Inlet Temperature, 80 PSI Lubricant Jet Pressure |
|---------------------------------------------------|-----------------|----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| Low speed input shaft torque (in*lb) | Low speed input shaft speed (rpm) | Input power to test gearbox (hp) | Heat rejected to the lube (hp) | Heat converted to environment (hp) | Total heat rejection (hp) | Efficiency (%) |
| 19895 | 12540.0 | 1423.94 | 56.34 | 1.32 | 57.66 | 95.95 |
| 39266 | 12529.6 | 2808.04 | 58.52 | 1.35 | 59.87 | 97.87 |
| 58306 | 12527.9 | 4169.09 | 63.45 | 1.40 | 64.85 | 98.44 |
| 19511.8 | 15023.9 | 1673.13 | 83.82 | 1.54 | 85.36 | 94.90 |
| 39663.5 | 15070.8 | 3411.75 | 91.25 | 1.59 | 92.84 | 97.28 |
| 58555.9 | 15024.7 | 5021.41 | 98.70 | 1.64 | 100.33 | 98.00 |

Figure 10—Comparison of experimentally attained and analytically predicted efficiency.


